
MATH 109 WINTER 2007 HOMEWORK 7, DUE 2/23/07 INCLASS(All exerise and page numbers refer to Eles.)1. Reading and pratieRead Chapters 19 and 21 of the text, and do as many of the end of hapterexerises as possible.2. Exerises to submit on Friday 2/161. In the Exerises V whih begin on page 271, do #1,2,3,4,5,7.In all of the above problems, the point of these exerises is to try to thinkin terms of the language of ongruene to help simplify your proofs.For example, in #1, the statement you need to prove an be interpretedas \show that 6n + 1 � 0(mod 7) if and only if n is odd." Now an yousimplify the expression 6n + 1 thinking modulo 7?In #3, it is helpful to rewrite the deimal notation n = akak�1 : : : a2a1a0as the atual number a0 + 10a1 + 100a2 + � � � + 10k�1ak�1 + 10kak and tryto simplify this expression modulo 9.2. Fix a positive integer m. In this exerise, you will study whih elementsof Zm have inverses. Reall that we write Zm for the set of ongruenelasses modulo m, and that there are m of these: [0℄; [1℄; [2℄; : : : ; [m � 1℄.Here [a℄ = fb 2 Zjb� amodmg. Now given [a℄ 2 Zm, a ongruene lass [b℄is alled the multipliative inverse (or just inverse) of [a℄ if [a℄[b℄ = [1℄. Ifsuh a lass [b℄ exists then [a℄ is alled invertible.2a. Show that if gd(a;m) = 1, then [a℄ is invertible. (Hint: begin byusing the hypothesis to �nd x; y 2 Z for whih ax+my = 1, whih we ando by a theorem we proved several weeks ago.)2b. Show that if [a℄ is invertible, then gd(a;m) = 1. (Hint: If [a℄ isinvertible, show �rst that there exists b 2 Z suh that ab � 1modm. Thenprove that if gd(a;m) 6= 1 then a ontradition is reahed.)2. Find all of the invertible elements of Z15, using parts (a) and (b).Find inverses for eah of the elements you wrote down, by inspetion.1


